Electrical
power transfer
Overview

Features and benefits

Electric power transfer provides a means of transferring electrical power from a door
frame to the edge of a swinging door. The units are completely concealed when the
door is in the closed position, and are ideally suited for installations involving abuse or
heavy traffic.

§§

Two models are available:
§§ EPT-2 - Two, 18 gauge wires
§§ EPT-10 - Ten, 24 gauge wires

UL listed as Miscellaneous Door Accessory

Door applications
Up to 5" butt hinges

180˚ swing

5 1⁄2" butt hinges

130˚ swing

6” butt hinges

110˚ swing

⁄4" offset pivots

180˚ swing

3

Not for use with swing clear hinges, center-hung pivots, pocket pivots or balanced doors.
Door applications shown are for 1 ¾" door thickness, for all other applications contact Technical Support to confirm compatibility

Dimensions
Housing

9" x 1 1⁄4" x 1 5⁄8"(229mm X 32mm X 38mm)

EPT-2

Two 18 gauge wires, up to 2 AMPS @ 24VDC, with a 16 AMPS maximum surge

EPT-10

Ten 24 gauge wires, up to 1 AMPS @ 24VDC, with a 16 AMPS maximum surge

PNT-1
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⁄32" tubing

Finishes
SP28

Sprayed aluminum

SP313

Sprayed duranodic

To order, specify
§§ EPT-2, EPT-10 or PNT-1
§§ Finish - SP28 or SP313
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